FASHION FILM FESTIVAL
CHICAGO ANNOUNCES
FILMS IN COMPETITION
FOR 2016 FILM FESTIVAL

By Charles Davidson, July 2, 2016

CHICAGO, IL — Embarking on its fifth year of celebrating independent fashion film and the artists who create them, the Fashion Film Festival Chicago (FFFC) announced late yesterday the 59 films selected for participation in this year's Festival competition. The selected short films were curated from among more than 1200 submissions which hail from 86 countries.

"We are thrilled to be in a position to share the works of these exciting and talented filmmakers," said Patsy Campbell, Director of the Fashion Film Festival Chicago. "Fashion film is itself an emerging genre, and to be able to champion the pioneers of this new creative concept in filmmaking is not only an honor but a joy."

2016 Fashion Film Festival Chicago Program:

Narrative/Experimental/Animated:

Breaking Rules - Victor Claremont
Mannequin - Mehdi Nowroozi
The Blue Effect - Bruno Fritzsche
Adidas Tracksuits - Bruno Fritzsche
The Painting - Boldizsar CR
The Three Wives - Boldizsar CR
Frederick Lee - Kenyiro Rivas Yonekura
The Dress Crisis - Borja Alvarez Ramirez
Ursula's Secrets - Borja Alvarez Ramirez
The 12 Project - Hadi Moussally
The Good Italian 2 - Emanuele Di Bacco
Valentino - Boldizsar CR
Hijabi Fashionista - Aya Algergawy
Georgetown Optician - Dean Alexander
Schullin - Bring Your Time - Harry Kemp
Blossom - Benjamin Nicolas
Jokes - Marie Schuller
Three Women Arrive - Marie Schuller
Bright New Things - Marie Schuller
How to Make the Perfect Tea Party - Delia Simonetta
In the Deep - Amber Moelter
Laboratory of Love - Luis Hernandez Diaz
Statutes - Josh Brandao

ISPAGA - Mariana Jimenez
Love Apart - Andrea Cavallari
Attraction - Gerardo Rodriguez
Zeit: On the Road - Francisco Franco
Life Drawing I, II, III - Alex Mavor
LED 3 Times - MIST
Landscapes - Damien Vignaux
Ephemeral - Paco Peregrin
More than Friends - Lars Deutsch
Azzedine Alaia - Rob Jarvis
Move Like a Dune - Navkirat Sodhi
Wings of the Mind - Inshra Russell
Still - Emeline Castaneda
Fairies & Ghosts - Yuanyuan Chen
Remote Embodiments - Anke Loh
Avian - Laura Kaehr
Anna Abdulova - Elena Tsirukina
XXSofia - Neli Mitewa
Penumbra - Nico Meyer-Brenkhof
Ominous - Nico Meyer-Brenkhof
Exitus - Nico Meyer-Brenkhof
Slovakia Fashion Source Code - Vladimira Hradecka
IIMUAIHII - Jie Song
Nymphs de Sans Souci - Armin Bointer
Miasma - Scott Fretwell
Euphoria - Devi Brule
Hadaka - Jerry de Mars

Documentary:

Nothing to Something - Michael Artiles
Voice Notes: A Tandem Ride - Luis Montenegro Lafont
Notes on Memory - Michelle Peerali
A Story about Women and Shoes - Sandra Ignagni
Across the Bridge - Benjamin Nicolas
LFW - Joanna Theodorou
Julien Fournie - Olivier Ronot
Fire, Water, Air - Katie McCullough
The Polite Woman Series - Amber Moelter

About the Fashion Film Festival Chicago

Fashion Film Festival Chicago is an annual opportunity to celebrate the creativity of emerging fashion filmmakers from around the globe. Each year, filmmakers are encouraged to share their vision on any theme as it relates to the fashion industry. Now entering its fifth year, FFFC is proud to serve as a platform for independent fashion filmmaking, exciting creative and innovative content, as well as bolstering the depth and breadth of artistic and technical talent that resides in the fashion industry.
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